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ABSTRACT: Two different methods have been proposed
for perfotming a s y m p t o t i d y optimal simulation to obtain the
,tatistics of buffer o v d o w s in queueing networks, with both
~ n large
g deviations and importance sampling. In the first,
b s e d on heuristic arguments, the distributions of interarrival
and virtual service timer are analysed to find the simulation
~yrtcm.In the second, i t is the distribution of jumps occurring
in a Markov chain that is examined. In this paper, we show
that the two approaches will produce identical fast simulation
systems for a n arbitrary G I / G I / l queue.

hg() be the Cram& transform of the distribution B. We wiU
d the number of customers in the queue a t any one time the
state. Let hj(.) denote theCram6I transformof the distribution
of jumps (; in the state occurringin unit time.
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1 Introduction
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There has been a large amount of interest in obtaining fast rimulation methoda for obtaining the statistics of rare events in
tclecomunicationa systems. In the particular area of queueing
systems, two different approaches have been proposed:
I . In [I] a method is proposed, based on a heuristic due to

Borovkov, where the distributions of the interarrival and
service times are used in conjunction with large deviations
theory to obtain a simulationsystem that is a r y m p t o t i d y
optimal, in the sense of minimizing variance.
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T h e foUowingare the two results that we will show later to he
equivdent.
Theorem 2 Parekh and Walrand [I]. Let A* be
the average arrival rate and t the average virtual
service rate for the optimal simulation system for the
GI/GI/l queue defined above. Then A* and u* are the
unique solutions of

2. In [2], an alternative approach is used, based on analysing
the distribution of jumps on an embedded Mmkw chain
wing large deviations.

The &st appmach ha. the advantage of using the anival and
service distributions, which are often !mown, but is bared m
heuristic arguments. The second approach overcoma chis difficulty, but has the disadvantage that it may not be easy to construct an embedded Markov chain for a particular example. In
thin paper, we show that for an arbitrary GI/GI/l queue, these
two different approaches will always produce the same simulation system.
2
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Theorem 3 Rater. Walrand and Anderson 121.
Let u s be the average rate of increase of the stat; d.i
the optimal simulation system lor the GI/GI/I queue
defined above. Then v* ir the unique positive sdurlon

Cramdr's T h e o r e m

..(,

Deflnition 1 Let (1.
be i.i.d random variables in R. k t F(.) be the distribution function of
the { E x } and m its mean. The Cram& (or Legendre)
transform h(.) is defined as [I, 31:

with hj(.) a.defined above.
L e m m a 4 The Cram61 transform of the distribution of jumps and the CramCr transforms of the dirtributions of interarrival and virtual service times of the
G I / G I / l queue defined above are relattd by:

where M ( r ) is themoment generatingfunctionof F(.),
and is assumed to be finite in a neighhourhood of 0.
T h e o r e m 1 Cramdr's Theorem Let Et ...En be
i.i.d random variables with (i E R. k t F(.) be the
diatributiond the C;. with meanm. Then we have the

Proof:
Let T be a long time interval. If there are A'T arrivals and I"T
arrjvds in this time, then the number of nutomem in the queue

changes by v'T

where hF(.) is the C r a m b t r m f o m o f thedistribution

F(.).
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Main Result

Let X A be a random variable whose value dcnotes the intermival time a t a GI/GI/l queue, with distribution A, and let
h ~ ( . he
) the Cram& transform of the distribution A. Similarlv.
let X B be a random variable whose value denotu the virtual
time at a G I / G I / I queue, with distribution B, and let

..

= X'T

- u'T. Hence, it is deer ther:

Now, from Cramerrs theorem (Theorem I ) , we know that
1
lim -logPAPB
T-m T

where k is the lagrange multiplier. Let
Then we have:

1.p

be the solution,
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In other words, as the time T becomes large, the asymptotic
behaviour of the probability d there being A' arrivals and
services in time T is:
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Therefore, it is clear that in the limit as T
assodated with the smallest valucof

A'~A
satisfying A'
and hence:
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Therefore,
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dhj(u*) =
dv*
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Now, from the sensitivity theorem ([4], p 230), we l~avealrothat

in the right-hand side of (10) dominates.
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hj("*) = A*hA

(5)
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It is straightforward to check that choosing1 = A* and p &r
satisfies the above equations, This solution is unique, an.,
as we saw above, the solution to the minimization problem of
Lemma 4 is unique. Then we have

(k)-

khk
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by
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B
A* - p* [X*hA (2)
1
-h,(u*) .
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Inorder to prove the converse, suppose that (16) holds for some
v*. We solve the optimization problem (8) wit11 u' = v* in order
to find the associatedarrivalratex and serviceratei;. Then (21)
holds for some k, and ( 1 , ~ are
) the values of (Xr,p')achieving
the minimum if and only if (1,~)
satisfies (19a) through (19~).
Thus, using (16), (19a) and (19b), we can write

as required.

1

0
W e note also that the values of A',

minimum (with given v ' ) in (15) are unique. This can he seen
from the fact that there is B unique turningpoint with respect
to A' and w' in the unconstrained minimization, and that this
t u n i n g point is in fact a minimum [2), (from the properties
of the Cramer transform.) Because the constraint is linear, it
is also true that there is a unique solution to the constrained
minimization [4].

Theorem 5 The two optimal simulation systems
for a GI/GI/l queue defined by Theorems 2 and 3 are
Specificauy' the average rate of
Of
the optimal simulation system v* satisfies:
A,("*)

=0

p' achieving the constrained

d
= Y*-h,(vi)I
dvl

(I6)
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(2)- f hb (4) + A - i ;
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These twsequations yield (17), with A* replaced by 1and p* replacedhy p. Now, the valuesof (1,~)
ratisfying(25) and (26) are
tumingpoints (A', P') associated with theminimizationproblem
in (8) far the care v' = v * . But for given vJ there is a unique ext r e m m , which achieve5 the minimum. Hence, because (Xp) iis
a solution of both (25) and (26), and of the minimization problem of (8), there is a unique solution (1,
i;) to (25) and (26),
= (X*,p*).
with (1,~)
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Firstly, let u* = A*
p*. We can perfom the minimization of
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c = A ' ~ A ($) + p ' h ~($) + i: (A' - p'
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